
Energy Market Information Exchange Technical Committee
Minutes for Thursday, 5 November 2009, 11:00am EDT

Agenda:
1. Call to Order (Ed Cazalet, Bill Cox)
2. Roll Call (Anne Hendry)
3. Approve minutes of previous meetings:

2009-10-29 meeting http://www.oasis-
open.org/committees/download.php/34969/EMIX_20091029_Minutes.pdf

4.   Action Item Review (on web site, numerical order, open only) (Bill Cox)
#0000: Provide information on Emergency Management TC location schema work (Carl R.) 
#0001: Schedule a discussion of modeling tools for EMIX work. (Bill Cox)

5.   Slides on product definition and price (Bill Cox)
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/35005/EMIX%2020091105%20Cox
%20Energy%20Price%2BProduct%20Definition%20Discussion.ppt

6.   Continued discussion on characteristics and product definition (All)
7.   Adjourn

Attendees:  Member / Company (* = voting)

Adam Berrey Individual (observer)
Edward Cazalet * The Cazalet Group
Toby Considine * University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
William Cox * Cox Software Architects LLC
Girish Ghatikar * Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Anne Hendry * Individual
David Holmberg * NIST
Perry Krol * TIBCO Software Inc.
Alex Levinson * Lockheed Martin
Scott Neumann * Utility Integration Solutions Inc.
Pornsak Songkakul * Siemens AG
Brent Struthers Neustar, Inc. (observer)
David Sun Alstom Power Inc. Group
Leighton Wolffe Individual

Minutes:

1. Call to Order
Bill C: Call to order.

2. Roll Call
Bill C.: Roll Call
Meeting achieved quorum.
Members attending: 13 of 39 (33%) 
Voting members attending: 10 of 16 (62%)

3. Approve Minutes of previoous meetings
Bill C:  Motion to approve minutes of 29 October 2009. No discussion/objections.  Approved.
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http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/35005/EMIX%2020091105%20Cox%20Energy%20Price%2BProduct%20Definition%20Discussion.ppt


4. Action Item Review (on web site, numerical order, open only) (Bill Cox)

#0000: Provide information on Emergency Management TC location schema work. (Carl Reed)
            Next week (11/15/09)
#0001: Schedule a discussion of modeling tools for EMIX work. (Bill Cox)
            Will happen later in month.

5. Slides on product definition and price (Bill Cox)

Slide 2: Common Characteristics

Bill C:
There are some common energy characteristics: price, currency, units of measure, quantity, 
counterparty (the one you're trading with -- broker, aggregator, .... ).  Why use counterparty when 
just a seller?  Depends on your position.  It's the 'other party' in the transaction.
Alex L.:
Should distinguish between participant vs. stakeholder; rather common in industry to 
differentiate along those lines; more likely to be a regulatory agency (PUC, etc.), or an auditing 
authority for instance.  Difference between participant and stakeholder -- regulatory agency, may 
not participate but may impose constraints. They approve the rules, rates, things, but may not 
participate in the transaction.
Toby C.:
Regulatory distinctions, some cases regulated monopoly (only one counter at the store), but in 
terms of transactions, roughly equivalent to which market you're buying/selling from?
Bill C.:
Clear enough for now; counterparty is the person buying from or selling to; additional 
stakeholders Alex mentioned are indirect.
Alex L: In counterparty, may be mechanism for globally unique identifiers?
Bill C.:
Don't want to talk about that yet; could be uri, etc, source identification, etc, but is data 
representation question, and want to stay at level of what information.
David S.:
For purpose of counterparty, are we capturing business trading partners, or also other people 
interested in transaction?
Bill C.: Thinking of the narrow definition -- who you're buying from or selling to.
David S.:
So other intersted parties not counterparty ... includes a market operator or RTO - sometimes 
generator submits to RTO.
Bill C.:
We've discussed there's an additional aspect to this.  If dealing with data and information 
exchange, to what degree would those intersted parties be considered.
David S.: very interested from busines side -- like market trader or RTO; that could be 
counterparty
Ed C.:
Yes, I agree.  In the case with an exchange or ISO, counterparty is typically the ISO. Buyer from 
Seller (ISO), sell to ISO (buyer). If bilateral transaction, specific named counterparty, say JPM 
or any other market participant. Generally party that's financially responsible for the other side 
of the transaction.
Perry K.: 
We're talking about characteristics of a product ... characteristics of bid or trade and not a 
product?
Bill C.: These are attributes and/or characteristics when we talk about transactions.



Slide 3:  Energy Characteristics

Bill C.:    These are all characteristics people have expressed interest in.  Talked about schedule 
--  time intervals important for transaction schemes.  Geospatial/location, point source for 
generation, source for nodal price.  Source description (how energy was generated).  Carbon 
characteristics -- lots of interest, mandated markets, controls, etc; if issue with carbon credits, 
then want to be ble to deal with them separately, etc.  So making compound products, in a sense. 
Not intended to be a rigid taxonomy, just some of the characteristics someone has expressed an 
interest in.
David S.: Is peak megawatt an issue?  Energy or power?  This would be a good discussion.
Ed C.:
Amplify that discussion (load/demand). ISO/RTOs have products - one is energy, some are 
capacity (Ancillary - 3 types).  If characteristic on type of product.  Measured in megawatts or 
megawatt-hours.
David S.:
Different denomination. Even on megawatt -- ambiguity whether regulation, or fast or slow 
reserve.  Ed's concept to identify on slide 3 a notion of a product type might be useful. Default 
might be Megawatt-Hour.
Ed C.: Yes, agree.
Perry K.:
Difference between retail and commercial product I'm buying. May need to provide metering 
power as a physical product. Somewhere in the world, generated for the amount he sells it.  May 
be a blended product, aggregator in market.
David S.:
Good comment.  Important we understand the delivery implications. Think of commercial as 
financial deal, sometimes physical; forward, or option.  Not implying differentiation - but when 
describe transaction, physical delivery or financial.
Bill C.:  Will capture this as a discussion item.

Slide 4: Extensible

Bill C.: Comments on extension, authority for naming convention.
David S.:
Back to slide 3, is peak MW an issue?  My assumption is energy is relating to energy market 
which may include capacity.
Bill C.:
Good point; here thinking in terms of energy MW, but in terms of load, good discussion item 
because talked about bidding and power demand and getting more important in the DR area as 
well.
Ed C.:
Just to amplify, ISO/RTOs have a set of products: energy, others ancillary and others capacity 
products.  If we have a characteristic in there for type of product, would imply units.
Bill C.: Important, but don't want to go into it now.
David S:.
Even in MW definition, may be ambiguity when dealing with regulation, so think concept of 
trying to identify a notion of product def / product type, fundamental to allow extension at 
product type (slide 3).
Ed C.: Agree
Perry K.:
Yes, especially in retail, might be difference betwen physical and commercial product.   May 
have contract for green power, but maybe doesn't have to actually be provider of power, may 



provide certificate instead.  How do we manage when the physical and commercial product is 
different?
David S.:
Yes, good comment -- need to understand the delivery option, this is important --  is this delivery 
option, or financial contract?
Bill C.:
Description of separating carbon characteristics or other characteristics of energy, none is 
barcoding electrons, but there are already differentiated markets for wind, power, other 
renewables.  The  purpose is not to make that distinction at consumption end, but goal is to make 
distinction at production end, so market for particular type of produced power, if you want to pay 
more for some type of produced power, that would encourage more production.  Not considering 
delivery, a line from the dam to my factory, but what are the source characteristics.  Typical ISO 
will be 'currently providing 3.2% of this imix from following source".  This will allow consumer 
to state they are running certain aspects from say, wind power.  by separating a separate market 
of wind or hydro, etc, allows the economic value to go back to the producers to 
encourage/discourage through normal market economic means.  Haven't been doing down that 
path.  Are looking at source for paying premium for certain sources.  This is a good discussion 
item.
Example: 20 years ago running an organic farm was a choice, now a business decision.  20 years 
ago, XML wouldn't have included 'organic'; building for longer term, need extensibility in a way 
that does not require changes (is actual extension).  As things evolve over time ... if there's a 
distinction of some type that becomes important in 5 years, how do you fit it in?   Suggest 
naming or management authority so they're mutually comprehensible.  How to do things when 
we get down to managing XML.
Alex L.:
Not sure there is an authority to approve naming convention; people create words all the time. 
No federal approval; language evolves to reflect societal changes.  Need to make sure the XML 
we create will be able to evolve and those who do not want to move can stay with older version; 
just like any language – it evolves.
Toby C.:
Agree, don't know which regulator body; but may be multiple competing standards; will be 
authorities but don't know what they are now.
Bill C.: Not saying establishment of authority will but looking at an XML and interoperability.
Alex L.: Yes, in financial world, like SWIFT, are others – not just one.
David S.:
Will be a managed evolution. From business perspective must create sufficient liquidity 
requiring commonly understood terms, not random.  Will be an organizing bodies.
Bill C.:
Common vocabulary, commonly understood terms – key issue of evolution; can go many ways. 
At some point will get 'anointed'; at some point will evolve to an extended common 
understanding. this needs to be recognized.

Slide 5: Existing Work

Bill C.:
SOA-EERP TC doing work on Quality of Service -- mentioned in charter; extensible list with 
comon base.  We should look at this when at the point of defining our requirements; may be able 
to leverage.  Am cochair of that TC as well.  Mostly from group in China using it for logistic 
deployment and service selection  Mention it because early version tailored to match what EMIX 
might become.
UBL -- may be able to leverage.  ebXML less regulated – most prevalent is reg/rep and 
messaging.



FIX (financial): hoping to have some of their reps in EMIX; want actionable info for end nodes 
to make choices.  Forward markets big win in energy planning / decision, but in between hope 
for interop or clear mapping for potential use.
EM, etc: Would like to up open to more discussion, but since one of potential values is 
collaboration with other work, would be useful to have brief discussion of notion on slide 3 of 
LOCATION.
Toby C.: (begin discussion on GSC standard for 'location')
Yes, great standards; used for google earth; open, designed for interoperation; can turn on/off 
layers on maps; ogc standards often used to get one layer from one web server and another layer 
form another web server, so has capacity for interaction in time and space.  Rapid open source 
for inside/outside polygon. Can see lots of implementations that map rapidly to our needs 
(neighborhoods, voting ... ).  Certainly can do congestion pricing with that system.  Should be 
able to use geospatial points – standards for exchange of geospatial information – points, 
polygons good for our use.  Natural for DR -- I'll save a megawatt, report in KML point (goodgle 
earth).  Mapping systems for situational awareness back at HQ for the aggregator - understand 
how to use geospatial points whether or not they're using those today.  One use case we've heard 
is (CAL) what if transmitting price by FM radio band. If they did, you'd get prices meant for 
you. And available based on customer class, contracts, but if we're talking about congestion or 
any similar price might send to everyone inside this polygon. Or surcharge. Haven't discussed 
how to get MY price. (combinations/?)
What if  transmitting prices by dedicated radio band.  Wouldn't be getting prices on your location 
only, but also congestion prices, surcharge pricing, etc; send to everyone inside this polygon. 
Geospatial is natural component of EMIX -- are means and technologies alreayd out there for 
distirbuting geospactial stuff as component of larger message.  Particularly used by Emerg Mgt 
group - started as an agreement between the southern sheriffs and railroad operators - something 
tipped over, which freeways to shut down. Turned into web services. Core of emergency 
response (fire, 911, etc).  Many uses of polygons for congestion pricing and emergency response.
David S.:
Great descriptoin of use of geo info; want to extend to say when we look at location, geospatial 
is important but two other aspects also important: electrical connectivity (1) have to have that (2) 
commercial information.  Example, if I want to sell my DR on the KFC store in NYC, may not 
fit geospacial exactly.   For commercial aggregation, may cross geospatial boundaries.
Toby C.:
One thing nice about geo info is something called 'SensorML', a serires of standardson how a 
group of sensors will describe themselves in space and how spread across a field.  May not be 
exactly the same, but sensor net -- self-aggregating, self directing set of sensors (unwired, battery 
sensors, how much power is based on cube of distance)..  If they can transmit less distance, big 
win.  sensor nets negoitate and brodacast cheaper path to central point and that one point 
consolidates/aggregates.  Kind of sounds like KFC.
Bill C.:
Yes, interesting aggregation of physical facilities into DR.  Will be keeping eye on this. 
Discused in NAESB smart grid DR requirements and use cases.   Will be contributed here and 
elsewhere. Like the three classes; (2) often called "Grid Coordinates".
Toby C.:
Have idea that if I'm an aggretator or multiple aggregator in a neighborhood may not want to 
broadcast my info so may have need to hide some details but expose more general info.
Bill C.: Will defer further conversation until Carl is here.

6. Continued discussion on characteristics and product definition (All)    See above.

7. Adjourn 
Bill C: Meeting adjourned,  12:10 EDT


